Schedule COVID-19 Vaccine in MyChart / myUCLAhealth

Patients receiving COVID-19 vaccine at a UCLA Health site can self-schedule an appointment within their active myUCLAhealth account.

1. Login to my.UCLAhealth.org
2. Go to Visits > Schedule an appointment.
3. Choose Covid Vaccine.
4. Select Scheduling dose 1 or Scheduling dose 2. Click Continue.
5. Type your name in the required field.
6. Choose a location, date and time.

7. Verify details and click SCHEDULE.

---

**Visit Instructions**

You are scheduled to arrive at the UCLA Health Torrance Skypark Primary & Specialty Care located at 2780 Skypark Drive, Suite 110, Torrance CA. Please arrive not more than 10 minutes before your appointment time.

Please note, due to changes in vaccine allocation, your Dose 2 appointment for Pfizer or Moderna may be scheduled and/or transferred to a UCLA Health Vaccine location that is different from your original appointment. Thank you for understanding.

Importantly: You will be required to validate eligibility prior to receiving the vaccine.

---

**Before scheduling...**

- Join the wait list and be notified if earlier appointments open up
- Favorite this appointment to easily schedule again later

---
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